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1 Introduction

While the DUDE algorithm is a powerful universal denoiser, there are certain situations in which a gener-
alization or extension would make it more useful. For example, if the source distribution changes from one
distribution to another, then it would be useful to both detect this shift and incorporate one’s knowledge
of it into how the DUDE uses context to denoise[1]. Such sudden shifts are not uncommon. For example,
a noisy scan of a magazine may switch from text to an inset image and then back to text. These are the
types of situations that we will modify the DUDE to handle. We will begin our discussion of the S-DUDE
by first considering the question of prediction with multiple experts is considered. After this the shift dude
algorithm is discussed with accompanying slides.

2 Prediction with Experts’ Advice

2.1 Problem Setting

Prediction with Multiple Experts advice refers to the problem of making accurate predictions given a set of
predictors (experts) where the goal is to determine a prediction scheme based on the past performance of the
predictors that will minimize some loss function? Let use introduce some notation to quantify the problem:

1. Suppose nature generates a sequence y1...yt...yn, where yi ∈ Y , Y is a finite set.

2. Nexperts is the number of experts/predictors

3. {fi}Nexperts is the set of predictors from Y t−1 to some space A, {fi,t : Y t−1 → A}. i.e. at time t, the
expert predicts yt based on y1, ..., yt−1

4. To measure the performance of each expert, we define a loss matrix, Λ(a, y),which is a |A|×|Y | matrix.
The normalized loss Li,n = 1

n

∑n
t=1 Λ(fi,t(y

t−1), yt)

5. mini Li,n = the best average expert loss for a given yn.

2.2 Goal

Our goal is to devise a scheme that can achieve the best average expert loss, no matter what the underlying
sequence is? Following the notation introduced above, can we devise a predictor {pt} with pt : Y t−1 → A
such we attain the normalized loss in the limit of large sequence length given that pt(y

t−1) has access to the
performance of all Nexperts up to time t− 1?

1

n

n∑
t=1

Λ(pt(y
t−1), yt)−min

i
Li,n → 0 as n→∞ (1)
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2.3 Solution

In fact, such an algorithm can be devised. One such predictor chooses randomly from the available predictors
according to certain probability weights.

In particular, let us say that the predictor pt(y
t−1) selects the ith expert’s advice fi,t with probability

wi,t−1. That is,

pt(y
t−1) = fi,t(y

t−1) with probability wi,t−1 =
exp−ηLi,t−1∑Nexperts

k=1 exp−ηLk,t−1

(2)

where η =

√
8 ln(Nexperts)

n
(3)

Note wk,t−1 is the probability ”weight” on predictor k, and is easy to update from t− 1 to t due to the
form of the exponent:

wi,t =
wi,t−1 exp−ηΛ(fi,t,yt)∑Nexperts

k=1 wk,t−1 exp−ηΛ(fk,t,yt)
(4)

The exponential form of the weights leads to the optimal upper bound in the theorem below.

Theorem 1. ∀{y1...yn},

1

n

n∑
t=1

E[Λ(pt(y
t−1), yt)]−min

i
Li,n ≤

√
ln(Nexperts)

2n
(5)

However, this is not a very strong result. This approach gets a loss that is as good as the loss for the
best predictor over all of yn. Shifting allows one to choose the optimal predictor over a subsequence of yn.
For example, the optimal approach might be to choose f5 for y273

1 , f8 for y518
274 and f1 for y1000

519 . This is a
much harder problem.

2.4 Shift Predictor

In this section we generalize the previous setting by allowing our predictor to consider the possibility that
the accuracy of the team of experts is changing according to some block function. That is, during, say, the
first ten sequence predictions, the first expert is the best predictor. Then for the next twenty predictions, the
third and the fourth predictors have equal accuracy, with the first being very inaccurate. Without looking
for such abrupt changes in predictor performance, it might take many failed predictions before the predictor
obtains sufficient statistics against the first predictor before it substantially impacts the expert prediction
weights. In other words, the best loss may be obtained by using one set of probability weights for selecting
the predictors during one interval, and then shifting to another expert in the next window, etc. Our goal is
to match the best loss achieved by shifting experts.

Now if one has knowledge of when the change occurs, then the problem is straightforward. One approach
is to allow the predictor to reset the statistics with each new block. That is, we can just define each block
to be an independent prediction problem. But if the predictor does not know when the change occurs (the
situtation of interest), then the problem becomes more difficult because the predictor has to evaluate the
statistics of each predictor and check the prediction outcomes against various scenarios where the underlying
distribution has changed. That is, the predictor has to hunt for underlying shifts in the prediction accuracy
of the experts.

Let it be the index of the applied expert at time t, m be the number of shifts allowed, and n be the
number of samples.

Enm : {(i1...in) :

n∑
t=2

1(it−1 6= it) ≤ m} (6)
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Enm is the set of all possible shift patterns with m shifts in n samples. Note: m ≤ n
2 . Otherwise, the

source is shifting too frequently to predict anything.
Our goal would then be to devise a scheme for {pt} such that

1

n

n∑
t=1

E[Λ(pt(y
t−1), yt)]− min

{i1...in}∈En
m

1

n

n∑
t=1

Λ(fit,t(y
t−1), yt)→ 0 as n→∞ (7)

There is an efficient scheme that achieves this result. It is available in chapter 5 of Prediction, Learning,
and Games.[2]
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